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TOWARDS DEEP-INELASTIC STRUCTUREFUNCTIONS AT THREE LOOPS�S. MohInstitut für Theoretishe Teilhenphysik, Universität Karlsruhe76128 Karlsruhe, Germanyand J.A.M. VermaserenNIKHEF Theory Group, Kruislaan 4091098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands(Reeived July 1, 2002)We report on the status of the alulation of deep-inelasti struturefuntions at three loops in perturbative QCD. The method employed allowsto alulate the Mellin moments of struture funtions analytially as ageneral funtion of N . As an illustration, we present the leading fermioniontributions to the non-singlet anomalous dimension of F2 at three loopsand, as a new result, to the non-singlet oe�ient funtion of F2 at threeloops.PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Cy, 13.60.Hb1. IntrodutionToday, struture funtions in inlusive deep-inelasti sattering are ex-tremely well measured quantities. As a onsequene, they o�er the possibil-ity for very preise determinations of the strong oupling �s and the partondistribution funtions. The high statistial auray of the present and up-oming experimental measurements demands analyses to Next-to-Next-toLeading Order (NNLO) of perturbative QCD for the struture funtionsF2; F3 and FL.However, the omplete NNLO orretions are not fully available yet. Thetwo-loop oe�ient funtions of F2; F3 and FL have been alulated [1, 2℄.� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3019)



3020 S. Moh, J.A.M. VermaserenFor the three-loop anomalous dimensions only a �nite number of �xed Mellinmoments [3℄ are presently available. In addition, some information aboutleading fermioni ontributions [4, 5℄ and the small-x limit [6℄ exists.In the following, we brie�y report on the status of the alulation ofthe oe�ient funtions and the anomalous dimensions to three loops inperturbative QCD. Furthermore, we present results for the leading fermioniontributions to the non-singlet struture funtion F2.2. MethodWe employ the optial theorem and the Operator Produt Expansion(OPE) to alulate the deep-inelasti struture funtions in Mellin spaeanalytially [7,8℄ as general funtions of N . For the N -th moment Mellin ofF2 we an writeFN2 (Q2) = 1Z0 dxxN�2F2(x;Q2) = Xj=�;q;gCN2;j �Q2�2 ; �s�AjP;N ��2� ; (1)where CN2;j denote the oe�ient funtions and AjP;N the spin averagedhadroni matrix elements of singlet operators Oq, Og and non-singlet op-erators O�, � = 1; 2; : : : ; (n2f � 1); of leading twist. Both, the oe�ientfuntions and the renormalized operator matrix elements in Eq. (1) sat-isfy renormalization group equations governed by the same anomalous di-mensions jk. The anomalous dimensions determine the sale evolution ofdeep-inelasti struture funtions.The alulation of the oe�ient funtions CN2;j and anomalous dimen-sions jk at a given order in perturbation theory amounts to the deter-mination of the N -th moment of all ontributing Feynman diagrams withexternal partons of momentum p with p2 = 0 and photons of momentum qwith q2 = �Q2. To ahieve this task, we apply the following strategy [2, 9℄.We set up a hierarhy among all diagrams depending on the number of p-dependent propagators. We de�ne Basi Building Bloks (BBB) as diagramsin whih the parton momentum p �ows only through a single line in the di-agram, while Composite Building Bloks (CBB) denote all diagrams withmore than one p-dependent propagator.Then, with the help of integration-by-parts [10℄ and saling identities [2℄we determine redution shemes that map the CBB's of a given topologyto the BBB's of the same topology or to the CBB's of a simpler topology.Subsequently, we use redution identities that express the BBB's of a giventopology in terms of simpler topologies. Working in Mellin spae, the re-dution equations often involve expliitly the parameter N of the Mellin



Towards Deep-Inelasti Struture Funtions at Three Loops 3021moment. Sometimes, one enounters di�erene equations in N for the N -thmoment F (N) of a diagram,a0(N)F (N) + a1(N)F (N � 1)+ : : :+ an(N)F (N � n) +G(N) = 0 ; (2)where G(N) denotes the N -th Mellin moment of simpler diagrams. First or-der di�erene equations an be solved at the ost of one sum over� -funtions in dimensional regularization. We use D = 4 � 2". The� -funtions an be expanded in " and the sum an be solved to any orderin " in terms of harmoni sums [11, 12℄. Higher order di�erene equationsould be solved onstrutively. On the mathematial side, the approah toalulate Mellin moments of struture funtions relies on partiular mathe-matial onepts [13℄, suh as harmoni sums [11, 12℄ and our ability to setup and solve the di�erene equations as nested sums in N .3. Leading fermioni ontributionsTo illustrate the method, we disuss the leading fermioni ontributionsto the non-singlet struture funtion. At three loops, they are proportionalto n2f , with nf being the number of massless fermions. These ontributionsform a gauge-invariant subset, but do not involve yet any genuine three-looptopologies. Therefore, in the sense of the redution strategy skethed above,the n2f -terms are easier to alulate.The result for the n2f -ontribution to the non-singlet anomalous dimen-sion g(2);nsqq at three loops is known from the work of Graey [4℄. It is givenby, g(2);nsqq = CFn2f 179 + 329 1N+1 � 8827 1(N+1)2 + 89 1(N+1)3 � 329 1N+8827 1N2 � 89 1N3 � 1627S1(N)� 8027S2(N) + 169 S3(N)! ; (3)with CF = (N2 � 1)=(2N), whih is 4=3 for QCD.As a new result, we give here the n2f -ontribution to the non-singletoe�ient funtion (3);ns2;qq at three loops for the �avour lass, where bothphotons ouple to the external quark. Stritly speaking, the three-loopoe�ient funtions ontribute in a perturbative expansion only at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (NNNLO). However, the result illustratesniely that our method will not only provide the anomalous dimensions,whih are proportional to the single pole in " in dimensional regularization,



3022 S. Moh, J.A.M. Vermaserenbut also the oe�ient funtions whih are determined by the �nite terms,sine our approah is (at least in priniple) not limited to a given order in ".In terms of harmoni sums up to weight four, our result for then2f -ontribution to (3);ns2;qq reads(3);ns2;qq =CFn2f �9517486 � 89�3 + 36748729 1N+1 + 1627 �3N+1 � 438481 1(N+1)2+236081 1(N+1)3 � 18427 1(N+1)4 + 163 S1(N+1)(N+1)3 � 54427 S1(N+1)(N+1)2�329 S1;1(N+1)(N+1)2 + 329 S2(N+1)(N+1)2 + 224081 S1(N+1)N+1 + 27227 S1;1(N+1)N+1+169 S1;1;1(N+1)N+1 � 169 S1;2(N+1)N+1 � 27227 S2(N+1)N+1 � 169 S2;1(N+1)N+1+169 S3(N+1)N+1 � 11170729 1N � 1627 �3N + 120481 1N2 � 99281 1N3 + 18427 1N4�163 S1(N)N3 + 23227 S1(N)N2 + 329 S1;1(N)N2 � 329 S2(N)N2 � 64481 S1(N)N�10427 S1;1(N)N � 169 S1;1;1(N)N + 169 S1;2(N)N + 10427 S2(N)N+169 S2;1(N)N � 169 S3(N)N + 8714729 S1(N) + 3227S1(N)�3 + 94081 S1;1(N)+23227 S1;1;1(N) + 329 S1;1;1;1(N)� 329 S1;1;2(N)� 23227 S1;2(N)�329 S1;2;1(N) + 329 S1;3(N)� 86027 S2(N)� 53627 S2;1(N)� 649 S2;1;1(N)+649 S2;2(N) + 244081 S3(N) + 323 S3;1(N)� 36827 S4(N)! : (4)This result agrees with the one of the �xed Mellin moment alulation [3℄for N = 2; : : : ; 14. It may be used to improve approximations [14℄ to thefull funtional form of (3);ns2;qq , although the n2f -terms are numerially not themost dominant ontribution.
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